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Learning the mid-rapidity 
multiplicity or centrality from EPD
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Teaching the Machine

1. Identifying Heavy Flavor Jets

2. Multi-dimensional unfolding

3. A+A Event Characterization
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Identifying Jets with JetVLAD
• Supervised learning model based on NetVLAD [Arandjelovic et al., arXiv:1511.07247]

• NB: VLAD = Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors 
• NetVLAD takes a set of particles as an input and returns a fixed-length feature 

vector that characterizes it. 
• Similar principle as document2vec etc.
• Document = set of tokens (characters) 

NetVLAD: CNN architecture for weakly supervised place recognition
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Abstract

We tackle the problem of large scale visual place recog-

nition, where the task is to quickly and accurately recog-

nize the location of a given query photograph. We present

the following three principal contributions. First, we de-

velop a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture

that is trainable in an end-to-end manner directly for the

place recognition task. The main component of this archi-

tecture, NetVLAD, is a new generalized VLAD layer, in-

spired by the “Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors”

image representation commonly used in image retrieval.

The layer is readily pluggable into any CNN architecture

and amenable to training via backpropagation. Second, we

develop a training procedure, based on a new weakly super-

vised ranking loss, to learn parameters of the architecture

in an end-to-end manner from images depicting the same

places over time downloaded from Google Street View Time

Machine. Finally, we show that the proposed architecture

significantly outperforms non-learnt image representations

and off-the-shelf CNN descriptors on two challenging place

recognition benchmarks, and improves over current state-

of-the-art compact image representations on standard im-

age retrieval benchmarks.

1. Introduction
Visual place recognition has received a significant

amount of attention in the past years both in computer vi-
sion [4, 9, 10, 24, 35, 63, 64, 65, 66, 80, 81] and robotics
communities [15, 16, 44, 46, 75] motivated by, e.g., appli-
cations in autonomous driving [46], augmented reality [47]
or geo-localizing archival imagery [5].

The place recognition problem, however, still remains
extremely challenging. How can we recognize the same
street-corner in the entire city or on the scale of the en-
tire country despite the fact it can be captured in different

⇤WILLOW project, Departement d’Informatique de l’École Normale
Supérieure, ENS/INRIA/CNRS UMR 8548.

†Department of Mechanical and Control Engineering, Graduate School
of Science and Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology

‡Center for Machine Perception, Department of Cybernetics, Faculty
of Electrical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague

(a) Mobile phone query (b) Retrieved image of same place

Figure 1. Our trained NetVLAD descriptor correctly recognizes
the location (b) of the query photograph (a) despite the large
amount of clutter (people, cars), changes in viewpoint and com-
pletely different illumination (night vs daytime). Please see ap-
pendix C for more examples.

illuminations or change its appearance over time? The fun-
damental scientific question is what is the appropriate rep-
resentation of a place that is rich enough to distinguish sim-
ilarly looking places yet compact to represent entire cities
or countries.

The place recognition problem has been traditionally
cast as an instance retrieval task, where the query image
location is estimated using the locations of the most vi-
sually similar images obtained by querying a large geo-
tagged database [4, 10, 35, 66, 80, 81]. Each database
image is represented using local invariant features [83]
such as SIFT [43] that are aggregated into a single vector
representation for the entire image such as bag-of-visual-
words [53, 74], VLAD [3, 29] or Fisher vector [31, 52]. The
resulting representation is then usually compressed and effi-
ciently indexed [28, 74]. The image database can be further
augmented by 3D structure that enables recovery of accu-
rate camera pose [40, 63, 64].

In the last few years convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [38, 39] have emerged as powerful image represen-
tations for various category-level recognition tasks such as
object classification [37, 49, 73, 77], scene recognition [91]
or object detection [21]. The basic principles of CNNs are
known from 80’s [38, 39] and the recent successes are a
combination of advances in GPU-based computation power
together with large labelled image datasets [37]. While it
has been shown that the trained representations are, to some
extent, transferable between recognition tasks [19, 21, 49,
69, 89], a direct application of CNN representations trained
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Describe jets as a set of particles:
ℑ = 𝑝!,#, 𝜂#, 𝜙#, …… #$%

&

• Characterize features in a natural coordinate space
• And, find similarity between documents jets in n-

dimensional feature space

Ponimatkin et. al JINST 17 P03017 (2021) 
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Figure 2. CNN architecture with the NetVLAD layer. The layer can be implemented using standard CNN layers (convolutions,
softmax, L2-normalization) and one easy-to-implement aggregation layer to perform aggregation in equation (4) (“VLAD core”), joined
up in a directed acyclic graph. Parameters are shown in brackets.

other cluster centres. āk(xi) ranges between 0 and 1, with
the highest weight assigned to the closest cluster centre. ↵ is
a parameter (positive constant) that controls the decay of the
response with the magnitude of the distance. Note that for
↵ ! +1 this setup replicates the original VLAD exactly
as āk(xi) for the closest cluster would be 1 and 0 otherwise.

By expanding the squares in (2), it is easy to see that
the term e

�↵kxik2

cancels between the numerator and the
denominator resulting in a soft-assignment of the following
form

āk(xi) =
e
wT

k xi+bk

P
k0 e

wT
k0xi+bk0

, (3)

where vector wk = 2↵ck and scalar bk = �↵kckk2. The
final form of the NetVLAD layer is obtained by plugging
the soft-assignment (3) into the VLAD descriptor (1) re-
sulting in

V (j, k) =
NX

i=1

e
wT

k xi+bk

P
k0 e

wT
k0xi+bk0

(xi(j)� ck(j)) , (4)

where {wk}, {bk} and {ck} are sets of trainable parameters
for each cluster k. Similarly to the original VLAD descrip-
tor, the NetVLAD layer aggregates the first order statistics
of residuals (xi � ck) in different parts of the descriptor
space weighted by the soft-assignment āk(xi) of descrip-
tor xi to cluster k. Note however, that the NetVLAD layer
has three independent sets of parameters {wk}, {bk} and
{ck}, compared to just {ck} of the original VLAD. This
enables greater flexibility than the original VLAD, as ex-
plained in figure 3. Decoupling {wk, bk} from {ck} has
been proposed in [3] as a means to adapt the VLAD to a
new dataset. All parameters of NetVLAD are learnt for the
specific task in an end-to-end manner.

As illustrated in figure 2 the NetVLAD layer can be vi-
sualized as a meta-layer that is further decomposed into ba-
sic CNN layers connected up in a directed acyclic graph.
First, note that the first term in eq. (4) is a soft-max func-
tion �k(z) = exp(zk)P

k0 exp(zk0 )
. Therefore, the soft-assignment

of the input array of descriptors xi into K clusters can be
seen as a two step process: (i) a convolution with a set of K
filters {wk} that have spatial support 1⇥1 and biases {bk},

Figure 3. Benefits of supervised VLAD. Red and green cir-
cles are local descriptors from two different images, assigned to
the same cluster (Voronoi cell). Under the VLAD encoding, their
contribution to the similarity score between the two images is the
scalar product (as final VLAD vectors are L2-normalized) between
the corresponding residuals, where a residual vector is computed
as the difference between the descriptor and the cluster’s anchor
point. The anchor point ck can be interpreted as the origin of a
new coordinate system local to the the specific cluster k. In stan-
dard VLAD, the anchor is chosen as the cluster centre (⇥) in order
to evenly distribute the residuals across the database. However, in
a supervised setting where the two descriptors are known to be-
long to images which should not match, it is possible to learn a
better anchor (?) which causes the scalar product between the new
residuals to be small.

producing the output sk(xi) = wT
k xi + bk; (ii) the convo-

lution output is then passed through the soft-max function
�k to obtain the final soft-assignment āk(xi) that weights
the different terms in the aggregation layer that implements
eq. (4). The output after normalization is a (K ⇥ D) ⇥ 1
descriptor.

Relations to other methods. Other works have proposed to
pool CNN activations using VLAD or Fisher Vectors (FV)
[13, 22], but do not learn the VLAD/FV parameters nor the
input descriptors. The most related method to ours is the
one of Sydorov et al. [76], which proposes to learn FV pa-
rameters jointly with an SVM for the end classification ob-
jective. However, in their work it is not possible to learn the
input descriptors as they are hand-engineered (SIFT), while
our VLAD layer is easily pluggable into any CNN archi-
tecture as it is amenable to backpropagation. “Fisher Net-
works” [72] stack Fisher Vector layers on top of each other,
but the system is not trained end-to-end, only hand-crafted
features are used, and the layers are trained greedily in a
bottom-up fashion. Finally, our architecture is also related
to bilinear networks [42], recently developed for a different

4
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Methodology
• PYTHIA 8.235 generator
• 𝑝 + 𝑝 collisions at 𝑠 = 200 GeV
• Generate cross-section weighted samples
• Identify jets from both:

• Partons (𝑐, 𝑏 quarks)
• Meson tagging (𝐷! = 𝑐&𝑢)

• PYTHIA events → STAR detector fast simulators
• Perform simplified simulation of detector response, so that input is ∼ real data
• Gaussian smearing of 𝑝! → account for tracking resolution
• Event vertex information smeared by known STAR HFT resolution

• Network Input: (𝑝( , 𝜂, 𝜙, 𝐷𝐶𝐴)* , 𝐷𝐶𝐴+)
• Dataset split: 80% : 10% : 10% for training : testing : validation
• Grid search  for hyper-parameter optimization

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 4
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Tagging Results
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Figure 6. Purity (left) and background rejection (right) vs e�ciency for tracking + vertexing input. Each
curve corresponds to a di�erent jet ?) selections.

Range in jet Tagging Signal Background
?T [GeV/2] E�ciency Purity Rejection

[5 - 10] 80% 83% (99%) 223 (268)
50% 88% (99%) 540 (579)

[10 - 15] 80% 85% (99%) 223 (230)
50% 88% (99%) 476 (449)

[15 - 20] 80% 85% (99%) 259 (259)
50% 88% (99%) 506 (476)

[20 - 25] 80% 85% (99%) 310 (336)
50% 88% (99%) 624 (740)

[25 - 40] 80% 81% (99%) 322 (366)
50% 85% (99%) 677 (740)

Table 3. JetVLAD classification performance in purity and rejection for di�erent jet ?) ranges for the
cross-section weighted (balanced) datasets with two working points based on e�ciencies of 81% and 50%,
respectively. Note: the balanced samples include unrealistic production cross-section for heavy flavor jets
which results in artificially increased classification performance.

of 85% for an e�ciency of 81% when we consider the cross-section weighted sample. We also
studied the e�ect of the jet momenta and found that with increasing jet momenta, we increased the
background rejection while the signal purity was relatively consistent at a given e�ciency which can
be utilized as an experimental working point. Our studies highlight the importance of a precision
vertex detector for heavy flavor studies.

We demonstrated for the first time at RHIC energies the use of particle descriptors for iden-
tifying jet flavor. These low momenta jets at RHIC are particular important for studies of the
QGP transport properties since they are the ones that are expected to have the largest interactions
with the medium. Aggregated particle descriptors o�er a feature space where the inherent di�er-

– 12 –

J. Bielčíková et al 2021 JINST 16 P03017

▻ Good tagging performance: > 80%
▻ Background:  Relatively high rejection at e.g. 80% efficiency
▻ Minimal dependence on jet 𝑝"

Jitka Mrazkova, et. al.

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/16/03/P03017/pdf


Robustness and effect of the jet  id method?

• Particle level (i.e.𝐷' meson) tagging approach is more experimentally consistent

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 6
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Robustness and effect of the jet  id method?

• Particle level (i.e.𝐷' meson) tagging approach is more experimentally consistent
• Effect of thermal background from event?

• Without retrain, performance suffers. After retrain, comparable performance as w/o
Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 7

Jitka Mrazkova



Next steps
• Study energy dependence: 𝑠 = 510GeV, 𝑠 = 7 TeV …
• Utilize powerful JETSCAPE framework for additional studies

• Jets in A+A events
• Quenched jets
• …

• Present methodology + initial results
• + look out for new preprint with these new results

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 8

J. Bielčíková et al 2021 JINST 16 P03017

Mrazkova et. al in prep 

OK, now let’s say we have our jets 
and do a measurement -

How do we get back to the PHYSICS

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/16/03/P03017/pdf


Unfolding: Measurement → Physics

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 9

Conceptual view  
of Unfolding 

• Correct the distributions from data at the ensemble level 
to remove effect of detector resolution 

4



What are our options?!
ML + Unfold = Omnifold 

5
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Traditional Methods:

RooUnfold Methods
• iterative ("Bayesian");
• singular value decomposition
• simple inversion of the response matrix 

without regularization
PyUnfold
• Regularized inversion (Truncated 

Singular Value Decomposition)
• iterative ("Bayesian") = Richardson-Lucy

…
…

Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 182001

OMNIFOLD

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.182001


OMNIFOLD: Whats the big deal?
Three challenges in unfolding

1. Binned observables
2. Limited dimensional simultaneous unfolding (partially consequence of #1)
3. Inability to encode effects of auxiliary features [see what you want to see] 

• Closure on 3 flavors to demonstrate the effectiveness of OMNIFOLD’s solutions
• UNIFOLD : A single observable as input. This is an unbinned version of iterative Bayseian

unfolding (IBU) 
• MULTIFOLD: Many observables as input (e.g. jet kinematics)
• OMNIFOLD: Use full event/jet as input – no limit on information vector

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 11

Inputs and Closure 
! = "y, pe

T, qT, !, #$

6

Special thanks to Ben Nachman



OMNIFOLD: Closure Example
• Many more examples in 

• OMNIFOLD: Even in 1D cases, matches or 
exceed performance of e.g. IBU
• But what about more multidimensional cases?

• Robust, consistent performance 

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 12
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FIG. 2. The unfolding results for six jet substructure observables, using Herwig 7.1.5 (“Data”/“Truth”) and Pythia 8.243
tune 26 (Sim./Gen.), unfolded with OmniFold and compared to IBU.OmniFold matches or exceeds the unfolding performance
of IBU on all of these observables. We emphasize that OmniFold is a single general unfolding procedure, whereas unfolding
with IBU must be done observable by observable. Statistical uncertainties are shown only in the ratio panel.

unfolded distribution of any observable using Eq. (5).
Hence, this procedure can be viewed as simultaneously
unfolding all observables.

Our study is based on proton-proton collisions gener-
ated at

p
s = 14 TeV with the default tune of Her-

wig 7.1.5 [33–35] and Tune 26 [36] of Pythia 8.243 [37–
39] in order to study a challenging setting where the “nat-
ural” and “synthetic” distributions are substantially dif-
ferent. As a proxy for detector e↵ects and a full detector
simulation, we use the Delphes 3.4.2 [40] fast simula-
tion of the CMS detector, which uses particle flow re-
construction. Jets with radius parameter R = 0.4 are
clustered using either all particle flow objects (detector-
level) or stable non-neutrino truth particles (particle-
level) with the anti-kT algorithm [41] implemented in
FastJet 3.3.2 [42, 43]. One of the simulations (Her-
wig) plays the role of “data”/“truth”, while the other
(Pythia) is used to derive the unfolding corrections. To
reduce acceptance e↵ects, the leading jets are studied
in events with a Z boson with transverse momentum
pZ

T > 200 GeV. After applying the selections, we obtain
approximately 1.6 million events from each generator.

Any suitable machine learning architecture can be used

for OmniFold. For this study, we use Particle Flow
Networks (PFNs) [44, 45] to process jets in their natu-
ral representation as sets of particles. Intuitively, PFNs
learn and processes a set of additive observables via

PFN({pi}M
i=1) = F

⇣PM
i=1 �(pi)

⌘
for an event with M

particles pi, where F and � are parameterized by fully-
connected networks. We specify the particles by their
transverse momentum pT , rapidity y, azimuthal angle
�, and particle identification code [46], restricted to the
experimentally-accessible information (PFN-Ex [44]) at
detector-level. To define separate models for Step 1 and
Step 2, we use the PFN architecture and training param-
eters of Ref. [44] with latent space dimension ` = 256,
implemented in the EnergyFlow Python package [47].
Neural networks are trained with Keras [48] and Tensor-
Flow [49] using the Adam [50] optimization algorithm.
The models are randomly initialized in the first iteration
and subsequently warm-started using the model from the
previous iteration. 20% of the events are reserved as a
validation set during training.

To investigate the unfolding performance, we consider
six widely-used jet substructure observables [51]. The
first four are jet mass m, constituent multiplicity M , the

Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 182001
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FIG. 2. The unfolding results for six jet substructure observables, using Herwig 7.1.5 (“Data”/“Truth”) and Pythia 8.243
tune 26 (Sim./Gen.), unfolded with OmniFold and compared to IBU.OmniFold matches or exceeds the unfolding performance
of IBU on all of these observables. We emphasize that OmniFold is a single general unfolding procedure, whereas unfolding
with IBU must be done observable by observable. Statistical uncertainties are shown only in the ratio panel.

unfolded distribution of any observable using Eq. (5).
Hence, this procedure can be viewed as simultaneously
unfolding all observables.

Our study is based on proton-proton collisions gener-
ated at

p
s = 14 TeV with the default tune of Her-

wig 7.1.5 [33–35] and Tune 26 [36] of Pythia 8.243 [37–
39] in order to study a challenging setting where the “nat-
ural” and “synthetic” distributions are substantially dif-
ferent. As a proxy for detector e↵ects and a full detector
simulation, we use the Delphes 3.4.2 [40] fast simula-
tion of the CMS detector, which uses particle flow re-
construction. Jets with radius parameter R = 0.4 are
clustered using either all particle flow objects (detector-
level) or stable non-neutrino truth particles (particle-
level) with the anti-kT algorithm [41] implemented in
FastJet 3.3.2 [42, 43]. One of the simulations (Her-
wig) plays the role of “data”/“truth”, while the other
(Pythia) is used to derive the unfolding corrections. To
reduce acceptance e↵ects, the leading jets are studied
in events with a Z boson with transverse momentum
pZ

T > 200 GeV. After applying the selections, we obtain
approximately 1.6 million events from each generator.

Any suitable machine learning architecture can be used

for OmniFold. For this study, we use Particle Flow
Networks (PFNs) [44, 45] to process jets in their natu-
ral representation as sets of particles. Intuitively, PFNs
learn and processes a set of additive observables via

PFN({pi}M
i=1) = F

⇣PM
i=1 �(pi)

⌘
for an event with M

particles pi, where F and � are parameterized by fully-
connected networks. We specify the particles by their
transverse momentum pT , rapidity y, azimuthal angle
�, and particle identification code [46], restricted to the
experimentally-accessible information (PFN-Ex [44]) at
detector-level. To define separate models for Step 1 and
Step 2, we use the PFN architecture and training param-
eters of Ref. [44] with latent space dimension ` = 256,
implemented in the EnergyFlow Python package [47].
Neural networks are trained with Keras [48] and Tensor-
Flow [49] using the Adam [50] optimization algorithm.
The models are randomly initialized in the first iteration
and subsequently warm-started using the model from the
previous iteration. 20% of the events are reserved as a
validation set during training.

To investigate the unfolding performance, we consider
six widely-used jet substructure observables [51]. The
first four are jet mass m, constituent multiplicity M , the

Special thanks to Ben Nachman

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.182001


Plus free lunch: Correlations pro bono physico
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• ALL variable correlations as a natural output.
• Entirely unbinned! 

• Binning is only for visual demo



Applicability at RHIC
• PYTHIA 8.235 generator
• Charged jets only for now
• Jet algorithm anti-𝑘! 𝑅 = 0.4
• Jet selection: 
• pT > 10 GeV, 
• |eta| < 0.6, 
• number of constituents > 1, 
• passed SoftDrop. 
• SoftDrop grooming parameters: 

• beta = 0 and z_cut = 0.1. 
• Correlations before and after 

unfolding
• Recovering ‘true’ correlations opens 

physics opportunities
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Correlation study

unfolded 
correlations

raw 
correlations

STAR collab meeting, ML session, 2/18/22 8Youqi Song (Yale)

Work by Youqi Song (Yale) 



Charged jets that passed JP2, leading jets only
6 variables: pT, Q(K=0.5), M, Mg, Rg, zg
7 variables: also include Q(K=2)
9 variables: also include UE multiplicity, UE pT

STAR collab meeting, ML session, 2/18/22 22Youqi Song (Yale)

Studies and Opportunities
• Explore correlations that encode fragmentation information
• E.g. Jet mass (m) vs. Jet charge (Q)

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022

Correlation study
• Other possible measurements, e.g., jet mass vs jet charge with various K values
• These correlations encode information of fragmentation

PYTHIA charged jets

STAR collab meeting, ML session, 2/18/22 10Youqi Song (Yale)

Closure test
• The more observables, the better?

Charged jets that passed JP2, leading jets only
6 variables: pT, Q(K=0.5), M, Mg, Rg, zg
7 variables: also include Q(K=2)
9 variables: also include UE multiplicity, UE pT

6 variables 9 variables

STAR collab meeting, ML session, 2/18/22 12Youqi Song (Yale)

More always better?
HERWIG & PYTHIA closure tests
6 inputs: 𝑝#, 𝑄$%!.', 𝑀,𝑀(, 𝑅(, 𝑧(
7 inputs: + 𝑄$%)
9 inputs: + underlying event mult & 𝑝#

Or at least not worse?

Closure test
• The more observables, the better?

Charged jets that passed JP2, leading jets only
6 variables: pT, Q(K=0.5), M, Mg, Rg, zg
7 variables: also include Q(K=2)
9 variables: also include UE multiplicity, UE pT

6 variables 9 variables

STAR collab meeting, ML session, 2/18/22 12Youqi Song (Yale)

# of variables

Youqi Song (Yale) 



STAR Event Plane Detector (EPD)
EPD: 𝜼 ≈ 𝟐 − 𝟓
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Goal:
Characterizing A+A events 
across a range of collision 
energies 

Learn the event multiplicity
(centrality) independent of
the mid-rapidity tracking
detector



STAR Event Plane Detector (EPD)
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TPC multiplicity

Ring1                   Ring5   Ring16

spectator region participant region

27GeV Au+Au

200GeV isobar

Forward-backward event-plane correlation
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Challenges:
• Many different measurements

• ADCs on 31 * 12 * 2 = 744 tiles
• ADC distribution depends on interaction 

location (𝑧!"#)
• Energy dependence of mid-to-forward 

rapidity multiplicity  
• At various energies – strong 𝑦

dependence of multiplicity spectrum
• Changes in relative acceptance

Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato

ADC distri. 
in each cell



Methodology and network architecture
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Learning the mid-rapidity 
multiplicity or centrality from EPD

14

Learning the mid-rapidity 
multiplicity or centrality from EPD

14 Learn to predict the mid-rapidity multiplicity from:
Each set of EPD signals (2 x 16 ring summed ADCs) 
+ primary interaction vertex location

Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato



(some) of the input data
ring1 ring16

EPDE

EPDW
Zvtx

[-200,-120]

Zvtx
[-120,-40]

Zvtx
[-40, 40]

Zvtx
[40, 120]

Zvtx
[120, 200]

EPDE

EPDW

19.6GeV 
Au+Au

(Run19)

refMult + refMult2 (= refMult3+protons)

nMip sum
vs 

TPC mult.
2D-distribution

(nMipMaxCut=6) 
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Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato



Results & comparison to “basic”

• Diagonal correlation – learning the multiplicity at mid-rapidity
• NN resolution is∼×2 better than “basic” single ring-sum
• Optimal resolution utilizing ADC spectrum up to 2 MIPs

Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 20

Centrality from ADC sum of outer rings

Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato



Energy dependence
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19.6GeV Au+Au (Run19)

14.5GeV Au+Au (Run19)

11.5GeV Au+Au (Run20)

• Strong correlation obtained at all 
energies

• Understand what was learned
by looking at the weights

nMipMaxCut : 6
Zvtx [-100, 100]

Beam energy 
dependence 

(19.6 -> 14.5 -> 11.5 GeV)

Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato



Understanding the weights & energy dependence

• Sign change in weights, correspond to positive/negative correlation with mid-
rapidity multiplicity
• Change in rapidity spectrum -> intuitive understanding of the changes in weights 
• Event centrality characterization independent of mid-rapidity tracker 

• Important for studies susceptible to auto-correlations, e.g. fluctuation analyses
Tuesday, June 7th, 2022 JDB @ RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 2022 22

• Positive correlations between the 
outer rings and contrasting negative 
correlations with the inner rings 


• Centrality estimation from the EPD 
vs NN already used as a test case in 
physics analysis at 27 GeV 

15

Shinichi Esumi, Yuri Sato



Summary
Exciting times in ML research
1. ML is a tool for improving analysis 

and extracting meaning from data 
2. Fundamental ML research  →HEP
• OMNIFOLD: 

• unites authors from various fields
• Powerful tool for HEP, only just begun to dig 

into the possibilities 

3. ML techniques can be understood, 
and made reliable for physics  

Thanks to all whose work I showed
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